It is well known that the Cauchy problem in the C°° category for hyperbolic linear differential operators whose principal symbol has characteristics of varying multiplicities is, in general, not well-posed unless some Levi conditions on the lower order terms are imposed. When the characteristics have order at most three some results have been proved in [6] for operators generalizing the effectively hyperbolic case and in [2] where, on the other hand, an extension of the non effectively hyperbolic case has been dealt with. In these results the operator was assumed to have a localisation at triple characteristic points which factors out as the product of a real linear hyperbolic form and a quadratic form. In this paper we want to state necessary and sufficient conditions for the Cauchy problem to be well posed for a model equation in which this factorization property does not hold anymore, i. 
§ 0. Introduction, Notations and Main Results
It is well known that the Cauchy problem in the C°° category for hyperbolic linear differential operators whose principal symbol has characteristics of varying multiplicities is, in general, not well-posed unless some Levi conditions on the lower order terms are imposed. When the characteristics have order at most three some results have been proved in [6] for operators generalizing the effectively hyperbolic case and in [2] where, on the other hand, an extension of the non effectively hyperbolic case has been dealt with. In these results the operator was assumed to have a localisation at triple characteristic points which factors out as the product of a real linear hyperbolic form and a quadratic form. In this paper we want to state necessary and sufficient conditions for the Cauchy problem to be well posed for a model equation in which this factorization property does not hold anymore, i.e. in which we have genuine triple characteristics. This equation represents the microlocal model of a general class of operators for which in [3] the propagation of Gevrey singularities has been studied. To be precise let us consider in R n^1 with coordinates X = (X Q , x lf ••• , x n ) the following linear differential operator: We shall prove that H Pzis =Q by first establishing that # P2 (0; e n )^F Ps , the dual cone with respect to a=d%/\dx, the symplectic two form in the cotangent bundle, of the hyperbolicity cone F Pz of p*. Without loss of generality we may assume that
we obtain that H PzlI =Q. All necessary conditions are proved as in Hormander [4J by means of suitable symplectic dilatations and conjugations with phase functions giving rise to algebraic equations of degree 3 whose complex roots are now important. As far as sufficiency is concerned we remark that once (0.2) holds true it is possible to prove energy estimates for P forming as usual 2z';3<Pw, Muy where weC~ and M is a suitable hyperbolic operator with double characteristics to be properly chosen. We also would like to remark that the results proved in [1] can be applied to the operator P satisfying the Levi conditions (0.2), thus giving propagation of C°° singularities along F Pz on the leaves of the natural foliation of 2. § 1. Necessity Let us recall from [4] that if the Cauchy problem for P is well posed in S 0 then VA" compact subset of R 11 * 1 3^>0 such that yu<=C™(K)
(See e.g. [4] for a definition of the quotient Sobolev norms |H|7«>). In ordei to prove that (0.2) is necessary let us construct asymptotic null solutions of Pu=Q in order to violate (1.1). Therefore starting from P of the form:
x'=(x s , •-, * n -i) and conjugate with we have:
where by O(p~z) we denote differential operators with coefficients bounded uniformly after multiplication by p~2. Let us now show that the c/s are real.
Assume the contrary and consider the eikonal equation : s and we finally obtain H p^F°Pz . Since P is differential this eventually yields that p 2 must vanish of order 2 on J. Therefore let us show that p l has to vanish on J. The operator can now be thought of the form :
where A denotes a quadratic form in its argument. Performing the symplectic dilation (| 0 , ft, ft, ft, -., £"_,, ftJ-K^ft, /o^ft, P N^, fa, •», In-i, /o 3^) , together with its dual one, we can localize P in the following way :
With another symplectic dilation we can finally "eliminate" D l and D 2 from (1.6) and, after conjugation with E p (x)=e ip3xn+p v^x\ we eventually obtain the eikonal equation :
<pl+k=Q.
Hence if k^Q, (1.7) certainly admits a complex root £ with 3C<0 and again the standard arguments in constructing an asymptotic solution for the equation P p u p^Q apply, thus proving that (0.2) is necessary. §2. Sufficiency
Here we shall prove that (0.2) is sufficient for the well-posedness of the Cauchy problem for P, which we may assume to be of the following form : where £ denotes the positive leading part: A similar argument holds if the c/s are complex and from (2.7) it is now straightforward to derive existence and uniqueness results. We also would like to remark that, although our theorem has been proved in the particular case given by (0.1), all the basic features of a more general setting are preserved and in fact the following result could be proved precisely in the same way : 
